FORM - PV 10  
[See rule 48]  

THE PROTECTION OF PLANT VARIETIES AND FARMERS’ RIGHTS ACT, 2001  

APPLICATION FOR VARIATION/CANCELLATION OF THE TERMS OF REGISTRATION

I/We\(^1\) …………… hereby declare -

1. that I/We…… is/are registered breeder (s)/licensee/agent of the plant variety, registration No…….;

2. that the registration of the plant variety was done by an order of the Registrar dated ……;

3. that the grounds for variation or cancellation of the terms of registration are as follows :-

   a……………………
   b……………………..

I/we hereby declare that the terms and conditions of the registration certificate may be cancelled/revised as follows :-

........................................................................................................................................

I/we hereby declare that the facts and matter stated herein are true to the best of my/our knowledge, information and belief.

Dated this ……… day of ……… 200…

Signature \(^2\)
To

The Registrar
The Plant Varieties Registry
At .......

1. Insert Name(in full), address, and nationality.
2. To be signed by the Breeder or true Plant Variety Rights Holder(s).